**POLS OPEN FOR VOTES**

The names of 15 legislative candidates and a presidential preference poll will appear on the ballot in today's primary election.

Seven seats in the Associated Student Legislature are up for grabs in Eastern's second computerized election.

Pat O'Donnell, A.S. internal affairs advisor, reported that the school has purchased 21 new votomatic voting machines, and the Eastern computer center will process the results.

Last spring, Eastern used the votomatic, on loan, for the A.S. general election, and the results were obtained through the Spokane County computer center.

Normally, only six of the 18 legislative positions are ever up for re-election any given quarter. However, Cheney position 12 is on the ballot to fill the unexpired term of Jim DeWalt. It will be on the ballot again in winter quarter elections.

The three polling places, Kennedy Library, Tawank, and the PUB, will be open from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

O'Donnell added that the final results should be available about 8:30 tonight and would be posted in the PUB.

Candidates for election include:

- Spokane position two - Patrick K. O'Donnell.
- Cheney position three - Jim Capeland, James Boyle, and George E. Lewis.
- Spokane position four - John Green.
- Spokane position five - Arthur Magonis.
- Cheney position six - Bob Krebs, Terry Stratton, and David P. Hayden.

The two top vote-getters in each position (where there are at least two candidates) will square off in the general election, October 13.

Also on the ballot will be a continuation of last spring's presidential preference poll. O'Donnell stated the poll will be on the ballot each quarter until the 1972 presidential election.

---

**DORM COURTS MAY BE KILLED IN VOTE**

Dorm courts will be abolished if student vote yes on a unitary court system proposed by the Associated Student Legislature. Under the new system, cases will go directly to the AS Supreme Court and appeals will be made first to the College Disciplinary Officer, then to the College Disciplinary Committee, and finally to the College President. A resolution endorsing this new system was accepted by the AS Legislators in their first meeting last Thursday. The proposal will appear on the ballot during the Oct. 13 general election.

Another resolution accepted at the meeting was one that endorsed the concept of allowing 21-year-old students to consume alcohol in their rooms. This idea was put before the Board of Trustees for further action.

The legislators passed an amendment to the constitution that specifically set the executive salaries. This was to clarify a previous amendment which was considered too vague. Students will vote on the amendment in the coming election.

A hitchhiking resolution was unanimously accepted by the legislature. The resolution endorsed the concept of allowing hitchhiking in the State of Washington.

The legislators denied a request for $45. to buy two belt buckles for the EWSG radio.

According to AS President John Allen, future plans for the legislature include a tavern on campus, food service improvement in the PUB as far as quality and prices, an evaluation program in which students as well as faculty would participate, and improvement in the representation on the legislature. Legislators were also at work this summer. “We’ve accomplished quite a lot this summer,” Allen declared.
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"We are in a stimulating, academic atmosphere which is stagnant. We exist in our own pool of bias." Herb Jones  
Good Grief Herbie.

How can you be so bold.

Just because in one week these things happened:  
A professor's daughter was offended by Trash.
Another professor expressed his disgust of the film.  
Some viewers even walked out of the showing.

The EASTERNER was termed pornographic, materialistic,  
and hedonistic for running a "racy" ad, at least according to  
some faculty members.

We for one are not  
appalled by such media, but nevertheless they should be recognized.

But that is not really the argument we want to engage.

The point is that at least until this week this campus was  
considered an adult, learning environment. Following this  
description, one could assume that some degree of  
intellectual and moral freedom and inquiry would be tolerated. However, it appears that at least some members of  
this community shun such activity.

What is an even greater farce is that the faculty in all  
instances seem to be foremost in expressing the moral  
and intellectual tone of the campus.

In Antonelli VS Hammond, a censorship case dealing with  
the Fitchburg State College Cycle, the court said, "The  
academic atmosphere which is  
wide range of intellectual experience creates a relatively  
mature marketplace for the interchange of ideas."

But what about here?

Once upon a time  
In the land of hush-a-bye  
Around about the wondrous days of yore  
They came across a sort of box  
Bound up with chains and locked with locks  
And labelled:  
"Kindly do not touch; it's war."

Mommies didn't either  
Sisters, aunts, grannies neither  
'Cuz they were quiet, sweet and pretty  
In those wondrous days of yore  
Well, very much the same as now  
Not the ones to blame somehow  
For opening that deadly box of yore.

But someone did.  
Someone battered in the lid  
And spilled the insides out across the floor.  
A sort of bumpy, bouncy ball  
Made up of guns and flags  
And all the tears and horror  
And the death that go with war.

Now there is a way to stop the ball  
It isn't difficult at all.  
All it takes is wisdom.

And it'll tell you this quite plainly  
It bumps them every day and more and more  
And leaves them dead and burned and dying  
Thousands of them sick and crying  
Because when it bumps  
It's really very sore.

Decree was issued around about  
All with a flurry and a shout  
And a gaily colored mascot  
Tripped lightly on before.  
"Don't fiddle with this deadly box  
Or break the chains or pick the locks.  
And please don't ever play about with war."

Well the children understood  
Children happen to be good  
And they were just as good  
Around the time of yore.  
They didn't try to pick the locks  
Or break into that deadly box.  
They never tried to play about with war.

It bounced right out  
And went buzzing all about  
And bumping into everything in store  
And what was sad and most unfair  
Is that it really didn't seem to care  
Much who it bumped -- or why --  
Or what -- or for.

Well, that's the way it all appears  
'Cuz it's been bouncing around for years and years  
In spite of all the wisdom wized  
Since those wondrous days of yore  
And the time they came across the box  
Bound up with chains and locked with locks  
And labeled:  
"Kindly do not touch; it's war."

Letters To The Editor

This space reserved for students  
if and when they wish to express  
an opinion--on anything.
QUESTION: Since the beginning of this term I have fallen into the habit of taking 2 to 3 hour naps during the course of a night rather than sleeping straight through seven to eight hours sleep? Some people criticize me for my sleeping habits, but I say that if my dog and cat can do it, I can too.

ANSWER: Ignoring your last provocative comment for a better to my study, shallow and deep sleep about awakening or, actually awaken during the more shallow episodes of sleep, there is a morning-after pill which consists of very high doses of a particular hormone taken to be used as a morning-after pill. The bra-less renaisance had its beginnings in an attempt by the women's lib movement to de-emphasize the breast as a sex symbol, I suspect that the original plan backfired. As for "medical proof" I can only offer my personal observations based on watching coeds run for free, hot air balloons. Although no college credit will be available from the class, it is the necessary background for a Federal Aeronetics Association license in free-ballooning. More information will be available beginning today at 12:00 noon in the PUB Ticket desk. The Professor will be (weather permitting) making ascensions at dawn and dusk, and, with the event of a calm day, free flights about the country.

Today's "Something Different" movie is "Alexander." It is a beautiful, happy movie. It should be a change of pace from everyday school. It has won several awards and won much praise. "Alexander" is rated "G," and showings are in the PUB at 3:00 p.m. this afternoon and 8:00 p.m. tonight.

Friday night we will get a chance to see the Variety Show that the Drama Dept. is going to present to our service men in Southeast Asia. It is a cooperative effort on the part of the drama students involved and the Greeks. Starting time is 8:00 p.m. in the PUB. The Bachelor's Club at Eastern is sponsoring Saturday night's dance. The music is by a great Portland group "Smoky and The Rainbow." The dance is in the SUB Harbor. Saturday and Sunday at 8:00 p.m. in the PUB, the movie of the weekend is "The Sterile Cuckoo," starring Liza Minnelli. It is about love and problems on a college campus. "The Sterile Cuckoo," is rated "GP.

Also, to note for next week:
Monday - Betty Furness speaking 9:00 a.m. in Showalter. Tuesday - A mini-concert by a popular night-club group "Spinning Wheel."
O.C. Talks about "Songs of Love"

O.C. Smith, who is known for his soulful rendition of "Stormy" and "I've Been Laid Back But I'm Fighting Back," recently appeared on Saturday night in a packed house in the multi-purpose room of the PUB. He has sold approximately two million copies of his songs, which were played mainly at nightclubs and concerts. He is known for his appealing personality, his soft and soulful voice, and his ability to connect with his audience. His songs are a mix of happy and sad love songs, and he often sings about being a winner and a lover. He is also known for his religious songs, such as "Singing of Love," which he sang on Saturday night.

O.C. Smith talked to The Easterner about his music, his personal life, and his future plans. He said that "I've been into music all my life," and that "I'm in to these days," referring to his active involvement in the music industry. He talked about his early days, when he worked as a musician and a businessperson, and how he moved to Los Angeles to pursue his music career. He also talked about his experiences with the Kirk Lightsey Quartet, his backup group, and his love for music.

O.C. Smith is known for his ability to connect with his audience, and he always leaves them wanting more. He said that "I keep on looking for new songs to sing, and I'll keep on doing that for a long time. Love is eternal, man, and that's what my music is all about." He is also known for his emotional connection to his audience, and he often moves them with his heartfelt performances. He said that "I'm in to these days," referring to his active involvement in the music industry.

O.C. Smith is currently working on a new album, which he hopes to release soon. He is also planning to tour again, and he is looking forward to meeting his fans and performing for them. He said that "I keep on looking for new songs to sing, and I'll keep on doing that for a long time. Love is eternal, man, and that's what my music is all about." He is also known for his emotional connection to his audience, and he often moves them with his heartfelt performances. He said that "I'm in to these days," referring to his active involvement in the music industry.

Electra Is Fall Play

Electra, a Greek tragedy by Euripides, will be the Fall production of the Drama Department, according to Dr. Gori Michaeloff, new Associate Professor of Speech and Drama and director of the show. The play is performed during the fall quarter, and the audience will be challenged to understand the message of the play. The plot of the play is based upon vengeance and revenge. It tells the story of Electra, and her brother revenge the death of their murdered father, the king, by murdering their mother and her lover, the king's companion. The plot deals with the psychological and emotional states of the characters as well as the validity of their lust for revenge. In the final analysis it becomes clear that Electra and her brother have committed the atrocity for which they punished their elders. Tryouts for the production were held on Monday and Tuesday in the large auditorium, and the cast list for the production will be posted this afternoon on the Drama Call Board, behind the stage in lower Student Union.

Dr. Michaeloff comes to Eastern with a substantial list of credits to his name. She received a B.A. degree in Psychology from Williams College in Falmouth, Missouri and went on to the University of Illinois in Urbana, Illinois where she earned her M.A. and a Ph.D. From there she transferred to Louisiana State University where she did work on her M.A. and completed her Ph.D. She comes to Eastern after three years of teaching at the University of Missouri in Columbia, Missouri.

When you know it's for keeps

Happily, all your special moments together will be symbolized forever by your wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your Keepsake Jewelers has a selection of many lovely styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."
OFFERING STUDENTS HELP  

- Dr. Henry Kass, the new draft counselor, along with other volunteer workers will provide students with answers to questions about Selective Service System.

Helping students to handle problems or questions about the draft, the Eastern Washington State Draft Counseling Service will remain full-time operation Wednesday, October 6 in Parsons Hall, Room 2063 in rooms 2062 and 2061.

Counselors will be on duty beginning at 12:15 in the morning and 1 to 3 in the afternoon except Thursday when afternoon hours will be from 2 to 3.

On Thursday and Thursday evening, counseling will be available by appointment between 7 and 9 by phoning Jay Ries at 230-6381 or Dennis Snook at 235-4015.

The Service will operate with both faculty and student counselors. Volunteers will be Dr. Henry Kass, director of the Service, Jerry Barnard, director of admissions, Richard Simms, Edward Rusel, Dennis Snook, John Daughters and Jim Heitzman.

The Service, officially recognized by the college, was created to be sure each student has a fair deal in the administrative process, and to disseminate the “maximum amount of information about the draft,” according to Dr. Kass. Students would not be encouraged to take “actions in opposition to the draft” such as immigration to Canada or jail, said Kass.

Draft Calls Resume

Local boards. The solvency-saving exemption has now been widened to include any man whose whole blood relative has died in military service since 1945.

According to Dr. Henry Kass, head of the Political Science Department, a new draft counselor, drafting will probably resume in about a month. Dr. Kass speculated that inductions would probably not go above lottery number 1.45. A word to the wise, Kass suggested that students wishing to keep a II-S deferment should see the registration soon.

A.S. LEGISLATURE

cont’d from page 1

One of the accomplishments was that the freshmen class was dissolved. The reason given for this was that so new leaders would have the opportunity to participate in some form of student activity other than a “sink or swim” environment,” as Allen described the former organization.

Allen made this remark in his opening comments to the legislature: “Students pay us quite a bit of money. They have about $32,000, tied up in this. We have to produce $32,000, worth of goods. Mostly all I want this government to have is week-end use, because we do a damn good job.”


EASTERN RENEWS DRAFT COUNSELING

LIBRARY HOURS REARRANGED

Last year an ad hoc committee of the Associated Students recommended library hours be both rearranged and extended. Dr. Charles Bauman, Director of the Library, explained what is impossible to extend hours, but library hours have been juggled on Saturdays from morning service to evening service. This year the library will be open from 1 P.M. to 9 P.M. instead of last year’s hours 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Both light business on Saturdays, morning and a loss of 5 full-time library personnel were given as reasons for the change by Dr. Bauman.

Statistics from Spring quarter showed use of the library on Saturday morning as low. Mrs. Remmerde of the library staff said people in the library averaged 30 on Saturday morning with never over 100 people.

Mrs. Remmerde pointed out that weekly use of the library numbered between 700 and 1,000 people. Use of the Library on Sunday evening is usually over 100 people.

“Saturday night is an experiment...and we are taking a wait-and-see attitude,” said Mrs. Remmerde. Adjustments may be made if they are shown to be justified.

On extending hours as the ad hoc committee Dr. Bauman said, “We don’t have enough hours.”

Because of recent budget cuts. Three full-time positions now remain unfilled because they have been frozen. This freeze prohibits the hiring of new people to fill most positions in the library personnel who recently resigned.

IMC CHANGES EVENING HOURS

Effective Monday, Oct. 3, the hours for the listening lab in Kennedy Library have been changed to accommodate more evening use. Beginning Monday the lab will be open Monday and Wednesday nights until 9:00 p.m.

All other weekdays the lab will be open until 5:00 p.m.

Jerry Donnan, Director of the Information Media Center, told THE EASTERNER Friday that the change was made due to a number of students inquiries concerning this Fall’s shortened evening hours.

Donnan explained that the cut-back from last year’s hours was due to budget cuts that resulted from this year’s enrollment decrease.

The new hours for this year had been 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Monday thru Thursday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Friday, closed Saturday, and open 2:00 p.m. until 9:00 on Sunday.

Last year the listening lab was open Monday thru Thursday from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 on Friday, 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 on Saturday, and 2:00 until 9:00 on Sunday.

According to Donnan, lab records showed that the lab was used least on Saturdays and week day evenings.

Speaking of the recent change, Donnan said, “We don’t know until we try what works out for students.” He also added that, “We (IMC) make very few rules and policies that put fences around ourselves.”

The benefits of the Washington Education Association to students entering the teaching field will be the subject of the first Eastern WEA meeting of the year.

Two Washington State University students, Jack Lake and Vern Berr, will speak in Kennedy Library Auditorium Thursday evening at 8:00 to explain the WEA.

How smart investors buy life insurance.

It’s been a long time coming, but now there’s a policy for people who can’t afford to protect all of their life insurance premiums at the lowest possible rates. Compare our rates with what you’re paying now, and we believe you’ll agree.

Build up the cost of every insurance policy you ever bought is going to money to operate. If you don’t—people who drop their policies during the first year of the plan, when most insurance companies bear greatest expense, for unclaimed policies, medical expense, and loss that they would have had to help for those who did.

We never charge you insurance without this added value. Under free government with a cash refund, you can cash in your policy at age 65. You’ll receive $100 for each $1,000 worth of coverage you had when you are 65. If you buy $10,000 of insurance at age 45, you deposited $1,000. You get back $1,000. TAX FREE!

For the full story, read the coupon today. Brochure inquiries invited.

The EWSC Men’s Precision Drill Team is seeking new members.

The EWSC annual Kinnikinick, will be no longer a handout of a lengthy publication. The final hardback edition (70-71) will be on and will be available to Bonafide Students for $8.00. According to Jerry Barnard, the Kinnikinick Editor, this final book-bond type will be a collectors item.

The new Kinnikinick, Barnard said, has completely gotten away from an annual status. Instead, added Barnard it will be a magazine of human interest, containing 48 black and white pages of pictures and “close-up” articles, with a full color slick back cover. The price is a dollar.

The “reason we are going to a magazine is because of lack of promotion from the AS, and consequently, few sales” commented Barnard. “So now we are going to try a new concept, which I feel is a much better idea.”

This quarter we will publish 1500 copies on a trial basis, and if successful, we will also publish winter and spring quarter. If it doesn’t sell, we are up the proverbial creek.

The Kinnikinick welcomes all ideas and suggestions, which should either be brought to the AS Office, or the Kinnikinick Offices, located in room 202, old SUB.

The EWSC Men’s Precision Drill Team is seeking new members.
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Savages Gain Incentive

Coach John Massengale’s Savages have been given an added incentive for Saturday’s game against Central. Last year’s Evergreen Conference Champions, was tabbed for this year’s crown with Eastern and Western as top threats. Western abruptly and with authority punctured that prediction with a 26-9 win over the Wildcats. That result sheds a different light on the Savages EVCO opener. Central, could be all but eliminated by an Eastern win at Woodward Field. That becomes a little hard to believe, especially with a club such as Central’s but, with strength in the likes of Eastern, Western and possibly Oregon College of Education that is not an outward prophecy. This fall’s EVCO champ will not suffer more than one loss.

Central has met some tough going, dropping their first three. Central and Eastern have the roughest schedules in the EVCO with both facing nonconference powers such as Portland State and Big Sky power Boise State. Western with its’ win over Central, gave the Viks a 2 - 0 loop mark after tripping OCE 20 - 7 in their opener.

Central is led offensively by Jeff Short, All-EVCO second team quarterback last season, and running back Cal Allen, a first team running back at Yakima but is just getting back in the game after finishing his career at Yakima in 1969. The reformed EVCO is starting its’ second year and Massengale envisions much tighter competition this season. The top Northwest Conference conference will be after their fifth win in the last six games with Eastern. Eastern will be after their fifth win in the last six games with Eastern.

The Savages, who used a combined running and passing attack, avenged Whitworth, 26-9 last Saturday, will be looking to return to two straight EVCO victories and three and get a foothold in the conference race.

Central is led by the passing of All-EVCO quarterback Jeff Short, whose 21 completions were good for 312 yards and two TDs.

The game played before a crowd of 1,400 fans poured out on to the field. The they started with an elbow drive in the first half, held Eastern scoreless and led the Pirates to a 14-0 lead. The Savages came back with a 53 yard drive in the fourth quarter, but Eastern was able to stop the drive short of the end zone. Eastern’s defense held Eastern to just 175 yards total offense, while Eastern’s offense managed just 135 yards.

Defense Yields Little

Though Collins once again shined in the Savages win over Whitworth, it was the defense that Eastern good field position to work in most of the afternoon. Led by the charge of senior defensive tackle Dana Radon and back Kerry Hawley, the Whits were able to muster just 150 yards total offense compared to Eastern’s 400 and 37 yards net on the ground.

Eastern took the opening kickoff 65 yards in six plays to score. Thirty yards to Glindeman to Bob Picard which has netted three touchdowns and 13 receptions for Picard.

Saves To Open

Eastern, State invades Woodward Stadium at 1:30 Saturday to meet the Savages in what Evergreen supporters hope will be a springboard for the EVCO title.

The Cats’ losers of three in a row, last week to conference leader Western Washington, will be after their fifth win in the last six games with Eastern. The series now stands at 24 - 23 and four ties in six games.

The Savages, which have been given an award by Mike Schuette’s interjection at the Pirate 42. It was one of six plays for Eastern to get on the board again with Collins going in from the eight. The game played before a capacity, sun-baked crowd was highlighted by Eastern hitting up both sides and Eastern suffered two key injuries. Senior defensive end Chuck Cook may be out for the season with an elbow dislocation and freshman linebacker John Daniels required surgery on his hand and will be out at least a week.

John Massengale, Savage head coach, singled out offensive backs Collins and Wakeley and on defense Steve Tolva, Roden and Hawley for outstanding performance.

The Eastern Washington State College invitational cross country meet will be held this Saturday on the school’s Woodward Stadium at 1:30 Saturday to conference and district champions. Eastern second to Central last year in district will be led by Bob Maplesdale, Joe Ross and Barry Johnson. The Pirates will round out the field.

An 800-acre site east of Spokane is steadily transforming into the most unique and exciting recreation area in the northwest. A feature on this complex will appear next week.
**COARUOUS SPECULATORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CWSC - EWSC</th>
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**THE STERILE CUCKOO**

_in the P.U.B.

SATURDAY & SUNDAY 8:00 PM

25¢ Admission

**NEW TOTAL**

Can't. from page 6.

Want to have a far out experience? Coming soon you can go on a heavy trip-by-bicycle.

The code name for this heavy time is "Let’s Trip—On Bicycles," according to Jared Fors, Intramural Programs Director.

Fors said, "All sexes and ages will be able to live on their bicycles and anything goes." For hopes that between 200 and 400 hundred bicycle freaks will attend the bicycle fest.

A course will be set up in which the riders will find their way. The course may go to some surrounding lakes, Turnbull Refuge or some other far out place.

More information about this freaky trip out into nature will be in ext weeks paper.

A trail ride beginning in Fruitland Valley and riding through Old Turk Mining Area will start in Davenport, Wash., at 8:00 a.m., Sat., Oct. 9. Everything is furnished except sleeping bag, raique and personal items. $30.00 per person. Sign up at P.E. Building Room 252 or contact Wayne Bischoff at TS 8-2388 Spokane.

**Ballooning Classes**

LEARN TO FLY

IN PREPARATION FOR THE F.A.A. FREE PILOTS LICENSE

TICKETS ON SALE

12 NOON WED. AT THE INFORMATION BOOTH P.U.B.

**Prof. MacArthur’s Ballooning Classes**

**SEEK NATIONAL TITLE**

After finishing fifth in the nation last year, the 1971-72 Women's Gymnastic Team have set a higher goal. With six members returning from last year's squad that won the Pacific Eight invitational and the Northwest title, coach Mrs. Maxine Davis has a stable foundation. Shown above from left to right are (top row) Jeanne Wayerski last year's standout, Jannie Mackey, Coach Davis, Gina Graves, Jeanne Bishop, (bottom row) Sue Shinkle, Eileen Delapp, Janis Kato, and JoJo Beaulllul Eastmancolor.

**Break-ins Reported To Campus Security**

According to Investigator Lt. Jim Watson of Campus Safety, four complaints of attempted breaking and entering on campus, have been reported during the past week. Two took place in Dryden Hall and two in Dressler Hall. All involved women rooms that were left unlocked.

Three of the four incidents occurred during the night. The two entries in Dressler occurred the same night. In both of the Dressler cases one or both of the girls awoke to find a male prowler searching through a purse. In each incident the girl or girls managed to scare the prowler out, but failed to notify Campus Safety until next day.

One of the two Dryden entries occurred during the night with the girls sleeping through the prowler's visit. The final incident occurred in the day time in a span of twenty minutes, resulting in the theft of money.

Watson stated that the investigation of these incidents is being hindered by the delayed time in reporting the prowlers activity. In each case Campus Safety was not notified until the next day. Watson emphasized that the sooner such an incident is reported, the better the chance of apprehension of the suspect.

If there is any need for help, call Campus Safety 9-7911. There is someone there 24 hours.

**BEAN NATION**

-After finishing fifth in the nation last year, the 1971-72 Women's Gymnastic Team have set a higher goal. With six members returning from last year's squad that won the Pacific Eight invitational and the Northwest title, coach Mrs. Maxine Davis has a stable foundation.

**Intramural Programs Director.**

Fors said, "All sexes and ages will be able to live on their bicycles and anything goes." For hopes that between 200 and 400 hundred bicycle freaks will attend the bicycle fest.

A course will be set up in which the riders will find their way. The course may go to some surrounding lakes, Turnbull Refuge or some other far out place.

More information about this freaky trip out into nature will be in ext weeks paper.

A trail ride beginning in Fruitland Valley and riding through Old Turk Mining Area will start in Davenport, Wash., at 8:00 a.m., Sat., Oct. 9. Everything is furnished except sleeping bag, raique and personal items. $30.00 per person. Sign up at P.E. Building Room 252 or contact Wayne Bischoff at TS 8-2388 Spokane.

**Prof. MacArthur’s Ballooning Classes**

LEARN TO FLY

IN PREPARATION FOR THE F.A.A. FREE PILOTS LICENSE

TICKETS ON SALE

12 NOON WED. AT THE INFORMATION BOOTH P.U.B.
Kingston Hall, now nearing completion, is streets here in Cheney. When on the many newly resurfaced WHERE ONCE THE EARTH they get around to it the Cheney resurfacers can really get their pleased to run this picture of one partial word of thanks we are well as the number of countries enrollment total to 44, an advisor. year.

"The Association of Students Activities, the balloon was used to call attention to Professor MacArthur's Ballot Train School that will be offered at Eastern October 14-15. The calendar is provided as a service of the Associated Students. Five thousand are printed each quarter at a cost of two hundred fifty dollars."

The Association of Students and Professors of History is sponsoring a slide show and coffee hour entitled “India, Features of Meditation.”

The slide show to be presented by Dr. Donald Ferrell will be held in the Associated Student Council Chamber, third floor PUB, tonight at 7:00.

The right to vote is still guaranteed to nearly all on the Eastern campus despite the fact many students here are from other countries or states. The Spokane Election Department has installed three assistant registrars, Pat O'Donnell, Debbie Ellsworth, and Bruce Ellis, on the Eastern campus to enable all students to vote in city, county, state, and national elections.

New 18, 19, and 20 year old voters from within Spokane County can be legally registered on campus by anyone of the three in the Associated Students office, third floor of the PUB. O'Donnell estimates about 250 persons have already done so.

In addition, even those students attending school here from another part of the state, or another state altogether can still take part in the voting process. These students can pursue one of two courses in this state: (1) Any student from out of county or out of state can claim their dorm or apartment as legal residence and vote here. (2) A student who is already registered in another county or another state, can easily obtain an absentee ballot and still vote in his home town.

A student from another county must have lived here at least 60 days and declare intent to continue attending Eastern and live here permanently or for an indefinite period of time in order to claim residence here. In other words, the student, as far as he is concerned, now plans to stay and acquire his degree from Eastern.

An out of state student can do likewise; he must have lived in Cheney for at least 11 months. Once legal residence and voter registration is granted here, the student can vote only in Cheney and Spokane County, not in his home town.

Those students already registered elsewhere and wanting to register in Spokane County must merely fill out a form asking that their prior registration be canceled. This holds true for students who have registered here and have now transferred and wish to move back home or to another county or state.

However, a student who is already registered elsewhere and does not want to change that registration, can vote by absentee ballot.

Abstee ballots from any other county in Washington are easily available, and absentee ballots from certain other states can also be obtained. These ballots should be requested at least one to two weeks before the election, and must be mailed back no later than the day of the election. A student who wishes to vote by absentee ballot can obtain an application from any of the three assistant registrars. This application must be filled out and mailed to the students own county; the ballot will in turn be mailed back.

In Washington, a voter must register to vote at least 30 days prior to the election he wants to vote in. E is now too late for new voters to register and vote in the November 2nd general election (though they can still register now for future elections).

However, now is the time to begin taking steps to obtain an absentee ballot if that is the course to be taken.

The three assistant registrars are also available to answer questions and assist the voter on campus so he can take part in the voting process.

**Calendar**

**To Students**

The Fall activities calendar is now completed and available to Eastern students. The poster style calendar may be picked up in the library or at the information desk at the PUB.

This Fall’s calendar-poster features a hot air balloon loaded with all types of gimmicks and gadgets. According to Herb Jones, Executive Coordinator of Activities, the balloon was used to call attention to Professor MacArthur’s Ballot Train School that will be offered at Eastern October 14-15.

The calendars are provided as a service of the Associated Students. Five thousand are printed each quarter at a cost of two hundred fifty dollars.

The Association of Students and Professors of History is sponsoring a slide show and coffee hour entitled “India, Features of Meditation.”

The slide show to be presented by Dr. Donald Ferrell will be held in the Associated Student Council Chamber, third floor PUB, tonight at 7:00.

DeWalt stated that each club member pays for his own meal. DeWalt stated that each club member pays for his own meal. Other members for the days’ activities and banquet are paid with donations collected during the week’s drive.

**BACHELOR CLUB AIDS ORPHANS**

Eastern’s Bachelor Club is a small private social organization of bachelor’s and one honorary Bachelorette. Now in its 14th year, the organization places special emphasis on Parents Weekend, acting as a fathers-for-one-day to orphaned boys from St. Joseph’s Orphanage in Spokane.

Each club member accompanies one or two boys who are 4 to 13 years old. These boys spend the Saturday of Parents Weekend on campus attending the football game and playing in organized activities. The PUB's game room is one of the most popular activity spots. The day ends with a banquet dinner in Spokane Bachelor club president Jim DeWalt spoke of the “Bachelor Club Speak Week” emphasizing the need for contributions as small or as large as people want to give. All of the donated money is used to help the Orphanage.

Money can be donated to the Speak Week booths now in the PUB from 8 to 2 daily and in Tawkano Thursday and Friday from 4 to 6. Saturday nights dance, featuring the “Smokem Road,” is the end of the Bachelor Club money drive.

**Bus Schedule To Remain The Same**

Bruce Murray, Assistant Director for Student Activities, told The Easterner Monday, there would be no immediate change in the Magic Bus Schedule. Murray will be meeting today with Spokane City lines to discuss scheduling and rate changes.

The Magic Bus schedule came under fire last week when students realized the latest possible bus arrival on campus for 8 o’clock classes completed its run a half full-hour before classes began.

Murray found he could only free one bus that would arrive on campus at 8:00 a.m. He anticipated that more students than one bus could handle would arrive to ride this later bus. Rather than leaving students or forcing them to take their own cars, the decision was made to retain the same schedule.

Murray also added that additional demands for evening buses have failed to materialize. Unless more students show a need, Murray said the evening bus plans would be abandoned.

**A.S. Provides Voter Reg.**

The right to vote is still guaranteed to nearly all on the Eastern campus despite the fact many students here are from other countries or states.

WHERE ONCE THE EARTH TAY LORN ASSUNDER: As a partial word of thanks we are pleased to run this picture of one on the many newly resurfaced streets here in Cheney. When they get around to it the Cheney resurfacers can really get their asphalt in ear!

**Foreign Student Enrollment Up**

Foreign student enrollment has increased at Eastern this fall, as well as the number of countries the students are representing, said Orland Killin, foreign student advisor.

The registration of 18 new students brought the foreign enrollment total to 44, an increase of 14 over the previous year.

"This group of students represents a vast and larger assortment of nations," said Killin, "with students from Hong Kong comprising the majority."

Economic prosperity in that city makes it possible for Chinese families to send their children to school abroad, he explained.

Students from such countries as India, Nigeria, Iran and England are also currently attending classes on Eastern’s campus.

**Calendar**

**To Students**

The Fall activities calendar is now completed and available to Eastern students. The poster style calendar may be picked up in the library or at the information desk at the PUB.

This Fall’s calendar-poster features a hot air balloon loaded with all types of gimmicks and gadgets. According to Herb Jones, Executive Coordinator of Activities, the balloon was used to call attention to Professor MacArthur’s Ballot Train School that will be offered at Eastern October 14-15.

The calendars are provided as a service of the Associated Students. Five thousand are printed each quarter at a cost of two hundred fifty dollars.

The Association of Students and Professors of History is sponsoring a slide show and coffee hour entitled “India, Features of Meditation.”

The slide show to be presented by Dr. Donald Ferrell will be held in the Associated Student Council Chamber, third floor PUB, tonight at 7:00.

**Trees Are Saved**

Kingston Hall, now nearing completion, is streets here in Cheney. When on the many newly resurfaced WHERE ONCE THE EARTH they get around to it the Cheney resurfacers can really get their pleased to run this picture of one partial word of thanks we are well as the number of countries enrollment total to 44, an advisor. year.

"The Association of Students Activities, the balloon was used to call attention to Professor MacArthur's Ballot Train School that will be offered at Eastern October 14-15. The calendar is provided as a service of the Associated Students. Five thousand are printed each quarter at a cost of two hundred fifty dollars."

The Association of Students and Professors of History is sponsoring a slide show and coffee hour entitled “India, Features of Meditation.”

The slide show to be presented by Dr. Donald Ferrell will be held in the Associated Student Council Chamber, third floor PUB, tonight at 7:00.

DeWalt stated that each club member pays for his own meal. Other members for the days’ activities and banquet are paid with donations collected during the week’s drive.

DeWalt spoke of the “Bachelor Club Speak Week” emphasizing the need for contributions as small or as large as people want to give. All of the donated money is used to help the Orphanage.

Money can be donated to the Speak Week booths now in the PUB from 8 to 2 daily and in Tawkano Thursday and Friday from 4 to 6. Saturday nights dance, featuring the “Smokem Road,” is the end of the Bachelor Club money drive.

**Bus Schedule To Remain The Same**

Bruce Murray, Assistant Director for Student Activities, told The Easterner Monday, there would be no immediate change in the Magic Bus Schedule. Murray will be meeting today with Spokane City lines to discuss scheduling and rate changes.

The Magic Bus schedule came under fire last week when students realized the latest possible bus arrival on campus for 8 o’clock classes completed its run a half full-hour before classes began.

Murray found he could only free one bus that would arrive on campus at 8:00 a.m. He anticipated that more students than one bus could handle would arrive to ride this later bus. Rather than leaving students or forcing them to take their own cars, the decision was made to retain the same schedule.

Murray also added that additional demands for evening buses have failed to materialize. Unless more students show a need, Murray said the evening bus plans would be abandoned.

**YOU HAVE BEEN CHALLENGED**

**CAN YOUR DORM OR ORGANIZATION GIVE MORE BLOOD??**

**HELD AT LOUISE ANDERSON SOCIAL LOUNGE**

**OCT. 14 & 15**

**AS - ROTC BLOOD DRIVE**

( GOES TOWARDS EWSC BLOOD BANK )

You have been challenged...